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Dear Student
This guide about homework contains useful information about a number of
things:
 what is expected of you with your homework;
 what homework you can expect from your teachers in each subject;
 the help that is available to you in school
 suggestions about how your parents might be able to help you.
You should by now have developed good study habits and should have benefited
from these in your exams to date. If you have not developed these habits it is
not too late; it is however essential that you do so if you are to get the best
out of what is a very important stage in your school career.
You will have many different kinds of homework task as you will see from the
information given in the booklet about the different subjects. All of these
tasks are important – not just the ones where you have written work to do.
Remember – homework forms an important part of your learning process. The
development of good habits should be a priority from the start of term. The
following suggestions should help you:
 Make use of your homework diary/ Study Planner.
 Be organised.
 Always seek help if you have difficulties – and do this as early as
possible.
 Present your homework as well as you can.
 Develop a study routine.
 Try out different ways of remembering information that are suggested
by your subject teachers and that you have learned about in Social
Education.
 Discuss your study habits with others, including parents, teachers and
fellow students.
Good luck.

D Watson
Headteacher
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Dear Parent
This guide about homework – which begins with our Homework Policy contains what we hope you will find to be useful information about a
number of things:
 what is expected of students with their homework;
 what homework your child can expect from teachers in each
subject;
 the help that is available in school to help the students make the
most of their homework;
 suggestions about how you as parents might be able to assist with
homework.
The students themselves will be given more detailed guidance about
homework from each of their subject teachers.
If you have any queries or comments about the policy or about this guide,
please do not hesitate to write to me at school. I will be delighted to
hear from you.
If you have any general queries about your child’s homework, please
contact his/her Guidance Teacher. If you have any questions about the
homework in a particular subject, please contact your child’s subject
teacher.
Yours sincerely

D Watson
Headteacher
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Homework Policy
Eyemouth High School recognises the value of effective homework
practice in successful learning.
 Homework plays an important role in helping students reach their
full potential and should be regarded as “Learning out of school”.
 Homework enables students to consolidate their schoolwork and to
develop study skills.
 Homework provides opportunities for students, parents and the
school to work together.
 Homework should increase in both difficulty and amount per
subject as students progress from first to sixth year.
 Homework tasks set should have a clear purpose that is understood
by students and be geared towards the
needs and ability of the student.

Students can expect to:
 Have the homework explained so the relevance of the task and its
link to coursework is clearly seen.
 Be given challenging but not too difficult homework tasks.
 Be given the opportunity to enter their homework task in their
Student Planner.
 Be given a minimum of four working days notice to complete the
homework task.
 Have access to the necessary resources.
 Have access to help should this be required.
 Have written homework marked with relevant comments and
constructive feedback and returned as soon as reasonably possible.
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Types of homework
The type of homework given will vary according to the subject but may
involve any of the following:
 Learning by rote: e.g. vocabulary and phrases; keywords; formulae;
memorising information; information for tests and exams.
 Reading: Textbooks; novels and poetry; information sheets etc
 Writing: Answering set questions from sheets or textbooks; essay;
redrafting work; completing past papers; taking notes etc.
 Practising: Musical instruments; keyboard skills; sport skills;
drawing/painting/sketching.
 Researching: Using the library; preparing a talk; using the internet;
conducting a survey; watching a TV programme etc.
 Revising: For exams; for a test; reading notes; vocabulary; taking
notes.

Recommended number of Homework Hours
The maximum amount of homework per subject that a student should be
expected to do each week is:
S5/6 - 2 hours

Students are expected to catch up on work missed through absence as
soon as possible. This does not count as part of the subject’s weekly
time allocation of homework.

If a student has been absent for more than a week then they should
consult with the teacher to look at ways of assisting them to catch up.

In recognition of the need for students in S4-6 to prepare for
formal examinations, normal homework will be suspended in the week
before the prelims and three weeks before the SQA exams start.
Any homework set during these periods will be revision (within the
time limits set above).
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Student Responsibilities for handing in homework
The student is responsible for:
 Handing in well-presented homework.
 Handing homework in on time.
 Contacting the teacher if they are having difficulty in meeting the
deadline.
Students are encouraged to attempt homework tasks well in advance of
the deadline. Leaving homework until the night before it is due in is not
an excuse.

If homework is not handed in appropriate action
will be taken:
 Students who forget their homework will be given a “day’s grace”.
Homework must be handed in by registration next day.
 Homework handed in after the “day’s grace” will be recorded as
late and a late slip sent home for signing.
 If a student has continuing problems with completing or submitting
homework they will be spoken to individually and a course of action
agreed. The course of action will be written down.
 If a student still continues to have problems with completing or
submitting homework then a letter will be sent home explaining the
problem and the course of action previously agreed. A meeting with
parents may be organised.
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Support
If a student is having difficulty with homework many departments run
voluntary homework help/study sessions.
Learning support staff can help with homework at the Lunch Club and
with revision strategies through Core Studies or through students asking
for help.
Parents
Parents can help their children by:
 Regularly checking that their child’s Student Planner is being used
properly.
 Encouraging their child to manage their time constructively so that
a good routine is set up.
 Trying to provide suitable working conditions at home - a quiet area
with appropriate space.

 Encouraging their child to attend homework help sessions or ask
their teacher if they are having difficulty with the work set.

 Communicating with the
school via the child’s
Guidance Teacher if there
are any general queries
which relate to homework
or with the subject teacher
for subject specific advice.
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Accounting
Types of homework set
 Answering questions - generally past paper questions.
 Memorising financial layouts.
 Reading book and notes.
 Preparing for NABS.
How often
 Weekly.
How parents can help
 Be supportive - help with organisational skills.
The help that is available in school
 Can be arranged - any day before or after school.
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Administration
Types of homework set
 Learning key words.
 Written questions.
 Researching.
 Reading.
 Revising for unit tests.
How often
 Every two weeks.
How parents can help
 Encourage them to hand the homework in on time.
 Help them to revise for unit tests by going over key words in their
Key Words Jotter.

The help that is available in school
 Help is available before/after school and
arrangement with the student and class teacher.
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at

lunchtimes

by

Art & Design
Types of homework set
 observational drawing.
 analytical drawing.
 collecting stimulus, e.g. magazine cuttings, photos etc. to help
generate ideas.
 written work - evaluating an artwork or researching an artist/artwork
in response to a set of prompts.
How often
 weekly.
 S6 independent homework expected bi-weekly.
How parents can help
 Look at the quality and quantity of work being produced [the work
done as homework goes towards the final assessment so is very
important].
The help that is available in school
 Wednesday – 3.30 to 4.30pm.
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Biology
Types of homework set and how often
 In Biology we give homework on a weekly basis: alternating between
key questions from a text book and handouts comprising of past paper
questions.
 In senior school the homework is predominantly past paper questions.
 Occasionally there will be weeks where the homework will be to revise
for a test or to find something out for a project or preparation for a
presentation in class.
 Reading over work done in class, text books and 'How to pass' books is
essential to keep up with the course content.

How parents can help
 Parents can help by asking their child on a
weekly basis if they have homework,
ensuring they have made enough time to
do it (at least two to three days in
advance in case they need help) and
somewhere quiet to do it - this could be
to encourage their child to come along to
homework help sessions.

The help that is available in school
 Help is available at lunchtimes after 1:10pm but
not on a Wednesday.
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Business Management
Types of homework set
 Written questions.
 Case study questions.
 Past paper questions.
 Researching.
 Reading.
 Revising for internal assessments.
 Revising for exams.
How often
 Every two weeks.
How parents can help
 Encourage them to hand the homework in on time.
 Ask them for definitions of various business terms from the course
notes.
The help that is available in school
 Help
is available before/after school and
arrangement with the student and class teacher.
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Chemistry
Types of homework set
 There are pre-printed sheets. These are supplemented by use of the
text-book and past paper questions when appropriate.
 Some homework is personal revision for assessments etc.
How often
 Homework is due most weeks,
 Homework dates are given at least 1 week in advance.
 Students will be given an indication of the time expected to be spent
on any task, a maximum time will also be indicated. (normally 1.5X the
expected time)
How parents can help
 All fact based questions in the homework are based on prior work; the
best assistance parents can give is to encourage notes and text-book
to be read before attempting homework.
The help that is available in school
 Help is available every morning at 8:30am.
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Economics
Types of homework set
 Answering questions - generally past paper questions.
 Reading notes, books, newspapers.
 Listening and watching news – including BBC Economy online.
 Preparing for NABS.
How often
 Weekly.
How parents can help
 Be supportive - help with organisational skills.
The help that is available in school
 Can be arranged - any day before or after school.
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English
Types of homework set
 All English students are encouraged to read literature as part of their
homework.
 In S3 – S6 part of the course demands a Personal Study. Students
have to choose a book, read it carefully and take notes. A final essay
is a course requirement. The personal study usually takes place from
August to October for S5 and S6.
 Close Reading question and answer homework is part of the
Intermediate 1, 2 and Higher courses.

How often
 This is usually issued weekly (except when students are studying for
Personal Study) and is returned weekly. This homework will take about
one hour for Int 1 and Int 2 and 90 minutes for Higher.

How parents can help
 Parents are always encouraged to check
homework and if they have any questions to
write it in the jotter. The teacher will reply.
 Encourage the reading of a quality newspaper.

The help that is available in school
Class teachers are always willing to help on an individual basis.
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Geography
Types of homework set
 Revision
of important key words, geographical definitions and
explanations associated with the core topics of Intermediate and
Higher.
 Preparation for S.Q.A. internal assessments
 Written exercises based on adjusted or full Intermediate / Higher
examination questions.
 Advance reading / note-taking.
 Preparation of short oral presentations related to core topics.

How often
 Students are expected to undertake a
greater amount of homework and
responsibility. Normally homework is set
on a weekly basis, although on occasion
much larger tasks are set with a deadline
of two weeks.

How parents can help
 Offering informal “quality control” by checking written work.
 Offering to “test” revision work.
 Encouraging their son / daughter to watch programmes with a
geography link, especially those related to atmosphere, physical
landscape, population problems, third world health, and use of
countryside.

The help that is available in school
 Clear details are given of work being set. These are always in written
form and in a format appropriate to Intermediate / Higher level
 Tasks are read through in class to ensure understanding.
 Help is available at any relevant class time, before registration or by
arrangement with the class teacher. Students with “free time” can
arrange to meet at a convenient time with the teacher if required.
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German
Types of homework set and how often:
 Learning vocabulary is a vital part of this process;
 Other tasks include reading a text in German with questions in English,
translation, answering questions in German, completing worksheets and
some research;
 A lot of revision for tests must be completed at home because a lot of
practice is required over a sustained period if the student is to be as
successful as possible. This applies especially to speaking and writing tests;
 Students are encouraged to access the internet to view topics of interest
in the foreign language. They are also encouraged to view DVDs with the
language changed to German, with subtitles in English. These activities
allow them to enhance their knowledge, but also are just to have some fun
in the foreign language!
 Regular homework schedules covering approximately 8 weeks will be
provided.
 All homework tasks should be completed on time. Homework which is
handed in after the task has been gone over in class will not be marked, but
they will still be expected to complete the task.
How parents can help:
 Ensure there is a quiet place to work;
 Stress that vocabulary learning is a very important homework task;
 Encourage their sons/daughters to speak to the class teacher well before
the homework due date if there is a problem/query/concern. Students are
always given at least 1 week’s notice to complete tasks set.
 Provide their sons/daughters with a German and/or French dictionary.
The help that is available in school:
 Homework help is available on Wednesdays at 1:10pm in the Modern
Languages Department, but it is also often arranged, at a mutually
convenient time, between individuals and their class teacher. This may be
at interval, lunchtime or after school, where this is possible.
 The Modern Languages Department encourages students to
take responsibility for their learning and to approach their
teacher for help and/or support as they require it.
 The school library has a selection of German
dictionaries for reference.
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Graphic Communication

Types of homework set
 Formal Drawing exercises.

How often
 One drawing per week for 25
weeks.

How parents can help
 You are asked to sign the
Homework Record Sheet once the
homework exercise is completed.
You should add a comment to the
homework record sheet if you wish.

The help that is available in school
 A homework help session is held every Monday lunchtime and is set up
just for students who are either Standard Grade or Higher Graphic
Communication students. These sessions have proved to be invaluable
in the past for those students who need extra help with the
homework. This time can also be used to catch up on coursework that
may have been missed.
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History
Types of homework set
Reading.
Writing.
Research.
Revision.
Completing classwork.
How often
Every fortnight - students have an ongoing responsibility to ensure that
their classwork is up to date and that they have adequately prepared
for assessments.
How parents can help
 Take an interest in what your child is studying.
 Question them about their learning - prior to tests.
 Encourage them to read beyond what is set by the department.
 Encourage them to use the library and internet to further their
knowledge.
The help that is available in school
 All year groups - by arrangement with their History teacher.
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Hospitality: Practical Cookery Int 1
Types of homework set
 Timeplans – time is allocated in class for the completion of these, one
per practical lesson. It is the responsibility of the student to keep
these up to date. The timeplans may be required for evidence.
 Research and independent learning in preparation for the Food
Hygiene assessments. Students can gain dual certification – REHIS
Intermediate Food Handling Certificate and the SQA unit
Introduction to Food Hygiene Industry.
How often
 Ongoing.
How parents can help
 Encourage their child to cool more at home.
The help that is available in school
 Ask the teacher when help is required. The department is open to
students on a Thursday lunchtime.
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Mathematics
Types of homework set
 One formal assignment for each topic which should take 90 minutes to
complete;
 Complete work started in class;
 Undertake on-going revision for topic tests and end-of-unit tests.

How often
 Approximately every one to two weeks. However, students should be
spending two hours every week either on homework or revision tasks.

How parents can help
 As a department we encourage
parents to help students with
their homework, and if there are
difficulties or questions - parents
should feel free to contact their
child's teacher.
 There are links to web sites from
the school home page.

The help that is available in school
 There is a supported study session that runs after school each
Thursday for any student who wishes to attend. They can receive
help with any aspect of their homework or classwork. If this is not
suitable they should make alternate arrangements with their class
teacher.
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Modern Studies
Type of homework
 Students will be expected to produce essay type answers which should
be typed. These tasks are designed to develop exam technique and
prepare the student for their exam.
 Essays that are produced should be kept as a record to help the
student revise and prepare for their final exam.
 Revision for assessments by producing mind maps and making revision
cards.
 Watching news programmes is essential for Modern Studies to keep
up to date with current affairs.
How often
 Homework will be issued at least once a week.
 The amount of homework expected should be between 1-2 hours.
 Students who are absent for what ever reason, are expected to catch
up on the work missed.
How parents can help
 Take an interest in what your child is studying.
 Question them about their learning.
 Encourage them to watch new programmes and read newspapers and
magazines.
 Encourage them to use the library and internet to further their
knowledge.
Help that is available
 Students should make contact with their Modern Studies teacher I
advance of the due date id they have any difficulty.
 Access to computers and help will be available during lunchtimes and
after school if required.
 Should any parents or guardians have concerns about their son or
daughter’s homework then they should make contact with their
Modern Studies teacher to discuss.
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Music
Types of homework set
 Instrumental practice.
 Planning and notation of compositions.
 Taped listening exercises/ test papers.
How often
 Regular practice of the solo instrument [4 or 5 times a week]
 Composition planning and notating should be done at least twice
weekly.
 Weekly listening exercises/ test papers lasting approximately 30
minutes.
How parents can help
 Provide an area for the practice of the instrument.
 Ask questions on concepts using the Concepts Dictionary.
 Listen to their performances – and offer encouragement.
The help that is available in school
 Access to instruments and instrumental instructors.
 Lunchtime and after school sessions as arranged with the PT Music.
 During Study Leave, extra Listening sessions prior to the final
examination.
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Physical Education
Core PE
Types of homework set and how often
 No formal homework is given though
students may be asked to undertake
extra practice at home to assist in
improving their performance.

 We also encourage all students to seek ways of achieving one hour of
exercise per day.

How parents can help
 You can encourage your son/daughter by helping them practice or
complete one hour of physical activity per day.
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Physics
The Physics department considers homework to be an essential part of
learning. Homework is not to be regarded as a test. Students are
expected to use all the available resources to research the answers.

Types of homework set
 A written exercise will be set and marked most weeks. This will
consist of questions selected from previous Higher Grade or
Intermediate exams [as appropriate] and will help students to learn
the knowledge and skills required for success in the course exam.
 Students should choose reading and tutorial work from the resource
book provided.
 They should learn new formulae, definitions, facts and laws using the
content statements as a basis.
The dates when exercises are due will be written on each exercise and
will also be posted on the classroom wall and in the shared documents
folder in the Physics INTRANET site.

How often
 Students will be expected to undertake work at home every week.
 Students are advised to spend an average of 90 minutes on work at
home each week for Higher and Intermediate 2 and an average of 60
minutes for Intermediate 1. Extra time will be required when revising
for unit tests and course exams.
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How parents can help
 Ensure that the resource books are used.
 Check that all homework has been neatly done.
 Look at the marks gained in homework and tests and praise good or
improved performance.
 Help students to learn by asking questions using summaries, Key
Words, etc.
 Contact Mr Macdonald if you have serious concerns – do not wait until
the next parents’ night.

The help that is available in school
 Homework help is available at 1:10pm on Monday in Science room 05.
Homework help is also available from 8:20 to 8:50 every morning.
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Psychology
Types of homework set
 Writing: eg practice exam questions from past papers.
 Revising: eg revision worksheet prior to assessment.
How often
 Intermediate – every week, approximately 1 hr 30 minutes.
 Higher – Every week, at least 2 hours.
How parents can help
 Provide a quiet place to work.
 Help them establish a regular pattern of study.
Help that is available in school
 Help is available in the Department Thursday lunchtimes and after
school or at any other time by appointment.
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